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As one of the initiatives to become a ‘knowledge orientated’ company,  ‘sustainability’ is a topic that has been an 
important ambition for Lamipak to embrace. Sustainability falls under our strategic commitments to become a 
‘knowledge orientated’ company and to get there I would like to use this opportunity to explain what Lamipak has 
achieved so far in our mission to become more sustainable, and also what we have targeted to achieve before the 
end of the year. 

In our efforts to become more sustainable, we are currently heading three fronts to fulfil our commitments (1) 
Products & Services (2) Partnerships (3) Factory site upgrades 

 

 

Letter from 
the Vice President
Anil Kaul - Vice President of Lamipak

 
Although we have put a lot of effort in creating our first generation of sustainable products and solutions, more 
can be done by collaborating with other players in our industry and associations. Take for example ATCRR, a 
China based entity, that has given us the privilege to collaborate with government, recyclers and industry 
players to set up the first full recycling chain for beverage cartons. In addition, we joined EXTR:ACT, an European 
platform that is intended to improve and increase the recycling of beverage cartons and similar fibre-based 
multi-material packaging. With their expertise there is an opportunity for us to learn and work with other 
entities to improve our impact on recyclability. 

Partnerships

 

 The final front is our green commitment towards our future factory site and buildings where we will have a solar 
array set up to directly reduce our dependency on fossil based fuels. In addition, we are also aiming to make our 
existing building greener by working towards achieving LEED Gold certification before the end of this year.
In addition, I am excited to share our first every sustainability report which will be out in Sept. that 
comprehensively illustrates our strong commitments and actions on becoming a more sustainable and 
responsible company. All of the above has been due to the hard work of all our employees and I thank you for all 
your efforts. As we continue to expand our sustainability initiatives, we won’t be just building a better future in 
the years ahead but for generations to come. 

Factory Site Upgrades
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Dear Employees and Readers,

I am delighted to be involved in this issue of our Lamipak newsletter where our theme is 
“sustainability”. In the last issue, our Chairman Danny Oei, revisited the strategic importance of 
transforming Lamipak into a ‘knowledge orientated’ company, so we can achieve our vision “to 
become the world leader in the global food packaging industry”. I highly recommend everyone to 
revisit our last issue where you can find in our company’s OA intranet site. His letter will allow you 
to fully understand the direction where we want to take Lamipak, it is not an easy road to success, 
but with everyone aligned on our future vision, I am optimistic that it is acheivable.
 

Products & Service Solutions
As more consumers become conscious about the products they purchase, it is creating a drive towards 
making packages more sustainably sourced and produced. Lamipak’s sustainable product portfolio and 
services solutions can be a contributing factor in putting more sustainable products on the shelf. LamiNatural, 
our first package that uses brown board package and bioPE laminate is our first ever sustainable package and 
we are also currently developing LamiPure, our first ever aluminum free packaging which is a more advance 
version of LamiNatural. In addition paperstraw is also a new product that will assist with the growing 
worldwide ban on plastic straws, and I congratulate the paper straw production team on putting us on the 
map as one of the global leaders in the U-shaped paper straw production.

Anil Kaul,
Vice President of Lamipak
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LamiNatural
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In recent years, the growing awareness in environmental protection, sustainable development 
and circular economy has changed consumer habits and also the way companies operate.  As 
part of our effort to also contribute, Lamipak has been introducing more sustainable solutions, 
such as LamiNatural and paper straws that can both protect the content inside our aseptic 
packaging for the consumers and the environment.

In another forefront in our efforts to innovate and offer more sustainable solutions, Lamipak officially 
started mass production of its new paper-straw facility. Designed to handle a capacity of 50 million 
pieces per month, it is already producing 10 million paper straws per month. More recently, our paper 
straw promotion has managed to increase production speed further, putting us on the map as one of 
the global leaders in U-shape paper straw production.

Lamipak is aware that in order to safeguard the environment and fulfill corporate social responsibility, 
more efforts should be put towards sustainability that goes beyond our products. This is why Lamipak is 
also actively participating with ATCRR, EXTR:ACT and EUROPEN. These associations allow Lamipak’s 
efforts on sustainability to be better aligned with industry regulations, government policies and global  
standards. At the same time, Lamipak has the opportunity to collaborate with other members in these 
associations to magnify the impact. One example is the recent collaboration in setting up a full recycling 
chain collaboration for beverage carton EPR implementation. The significance of this initiative is that it 
will bring Lamipak and other members one step closer to achieving a circular economy. 

Sales & Marketing

Other Efforts

Lamipak paper-straws consists of 
three layers of recyclable paper 
bonded together by food-grade 
material glue that ensures the 
structure remains intact long enough 
for the liquid contents of the package 
to be consumed. It is biodegradable, 
recyclable and easily configured to be 
compatibility with the straw 
applicator and can be applied to our 
formats in Brick Slim, Base, Leaf and 
Cuneiform.

LamiNatural is currently 
available in all Brick portfolio, 
below 500ml and in 1L 
standard, Brick Slim, and 
Square, with plans to expand 
into other formats.

Paper straws

The materials in LamiNatural are recyclable, and the use of non-bleached paper reduces the use of 
chemicals in its packaging, stress on natural resources and its carbon footprint is the lowest in our 
current packaging product portfolio.



         
   

         
   

 
Launches its Data Driven Problem Solving Program

  
 

Basic Statistics Application
Ability Improvement Plan  

 MBOS

Sam Chen explaining the course during the Data Driven Problem Solving Workshop
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On the afternoon of June 25, 2021, 28 employees were selected across different 
departments to attend the launch of its Data Driven Problem Solving Program. Its 
purpose is to improve the ability to solve problems via the use of data analysis, and by 
building this foundation it can provide a base to achieve the strategic goal of making 
the company more "knowledge orientated".

The first step of the program is to conduct a test on the 28 people participating in the program on 
the LamiAcademy platform that covers the 7 modules below: 

Afterwards, a comprehensive evaluation is held according to the test results and the knowledge 
points that need to be improved will be found out to provide reference for the next learning plan.

The second step is to learn and improve by completing all related courses on LamiAcademy. At the 
same time, additional offline learning activities, including workshop, Q&A meeting, experiment 
courses, etc. will be created according to participants input from online and offline feedback forms, 
which can allow more flexibility in the learning time can be realized, but also improve joint 
discussions, in-depth communication and key breakthroughs.

The final step, will be conducted for all students in December to check the learning effect of the first 
stage and provide reference for the learning plan of the next stage.

At the time of writing, all 28 students have already finished the basic test. According to the test 
results, the basic knowledge of statistics of the students was generally weak, and there were still 
many places to learn and improve. At the same time, it is surprised to find several students with 
good foundation. In the subsequent learning process, students with a good foundation can play a 
leading role and lead everyone to study and improve together. 

As the learning plan is carried out in an orderly way, this six-month learning improvement plan will 
certainly bring great value to the statistical foundation of all students, provide the talent foundation 
for the company to realize the digital transformation and take one step closer to becoming a 
knowledge-oriented company.

Basic Knowledge of Statistics        
Measurement System Analysis (MSA)
Correlation and Regression            
Statistical Process Control (SPC) 
Process Capability Analysis            
Hypothesis Testing
Design of Experiment (DOE)

(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
(vii) 
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Energy Saving
Renovation Project of 
Water Chiller Unit 

WCM and Sustainability
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WCM is a set of manufacturing system that covers 
continuous improvement. The purpose of the system is to 
improve the performance of the system through (i) Achieving 
100% involvement from staff (ii) Promote production 
efficiency (iii) Ensure on time delivery to customers with high 
quality products (iv) Eliminate the root cause that link to the 
cost and (v) Avoid loss and wastage on man power, 
equipment, materials and energy. The ultimate goal of WCM 
is zero waste, zero defect, zero inventory and zero failure. In 
the ten pillars of WCM system, the environment and energy 
pillar covers sustainability, and the other pillars eliminate all 
kind of loss directly or indirectly linked to promoting 
sustainability. A good case study that demonstrates this kind 
of application is our renovation project of water chiller unit 
which has allowed lower energy consumption and follow the 
WCM PDCA way. 

1&2 Project Background & Current Situation: At present, the cooling capacity of the chiller in 
the machine room is 800RT, and the model is YKEKEKP85CPF/RW centrifugal chiller, there are 4 
units in total. When the power distribution controller is turned on, it has a significant impact on the 
power grid and can push the electric current in the transformers beyond safe levels. If the equipment 
receives a large current surge,  that cause the transformer to fail and impact production safety. In 
addition, for most of the year the unit is only partially utilized so there is also the issue of wastage.

3 Establish Objectives: Achieve more than 10% in energy savings.

4&5 Team &Plan: Led by maintenance department, plan to be completed in 3 months

6 Root Cause Analysis: The starting current of the previous motor is 5 to 7 times more than the 
normal current, for large and medium-sized motors, in a direct start, a large starting current will cause 
some adverse consequences, and even cause circuit failure. It mainly affects three areas: First is the 
impact on power grid, the grid voltage drop, power quality deterioration, which affects normal opera-
tion of other devices on the same network. Second, equipment will be easily prone to damage or 
shorten the lifespan. Third, there is current surge impact in the motor itself, which accelerates over-
heating and aging of the insulation. At the same time, the large thermal stress in the motor can easily 
cause fracture, which affects the service life of the motor

7 Countermeasures: We chose ‘Variable Speed Drive’ to replace a part of the current mode 
based on the load.

8 Implementation of countermeasure：According to the historical annual electricity consump-
tion, a Yorker VSD frequency conversion driven centrifugal water chiller is used to transform one 
main engine, one refrigerating water pump and two cooling water pumps.  
                                                                                                                             
9 Verify the results：According to data from the trials, it is estimated there was 14% reduction in 
electrical consumption.

10 Standardization：Create a standard starting procedure of the chiller.

11 Future plans：Apply to the water chiller in new or expanded factory 
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